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---------1 PRESIDENTSREPORTI---------
Benevolence Makes College Possible
By the time you read this issue of
the Classic it is likely that the campus
community will have had an initial
chapel service in the new Chapel/Per-
(orming Arts Center. There is a con-
tagious air of excitement on campus
for we know this to be an event in
the life of the college which the
Northwestern constituency has envi-
sioned for nearly a quarter of a cen-
tury. Earlier this week, our office
staff shared with me file notes in-
dicating gifts to the "Chapel Fund" as
early as 1950.
We are grateful to you for this
Facility. Its beauty transcends our
fondest expectations. Some of you
have given abundantly from the
resources that have been entrusted to
you: others have given sacrificially.
Some of you have given for a facility
"Functional, while aesthetically pleasing
and acoustically superior, the
Chapell Performing Arts Center is a beautiful
architectural addition to the campus."
you wished could have been a reality
during your years on campus; all I
trust have given out of a deep desire
to provide a meaningful place for dai-
ly campus worship and performance
in the arts. The current generation of
students and all those that follow are
indebted for your benevolence.
The music wing has been in use
since the beginning of this academic
year. Functional, while aesthetically
pleasing and acoustically superior,
this facility is a beautiful architectural
addition to the campus. New pianos,
office furnishings, tasteful landscap-
ing, and state-of-the-art amplifying,
recording, and playback equipment
allow faculty and staff to teach and
practice in surroundings conducive to
quality performance. We trust that
the work ethic of the past, together
with the facilities of the present, will
produce new levels of excellence in
the future.
Yet, we know that while facilities
are important, they are but one ingre-
dient in a quality education. Also re-
quired are diligent students, a
talented faculty and staff, and a
challenging curriculum. Some of you
have recognized these dimensions as
well. While many have chosen to give
for bricks and mortar, you have
decided instead to provide scholar-
ships, endowment, and operating
monies. We thank you, too, for your
vision in insuring that a Northwestern
College education remains affordable
for talented and deserving students.
Even as we bask in the splendor of
this magnificent facility we recognize
the other componenls necessary to
provide a college experience marked
by both quality and exceptional care
for students. Most of all, we identify
ou r mission as a Christian liberal arts
institution. Facilities are altered, per-
sonnel changes and new generations
of students align themselves with the
heritage of Northwestern. Amidst all
thse variables is a constant-our un-
wavering commitment to a purpose
forged in faith by our forefathers.
With gratitude for your generosity
in providing this facility, we covet
your continued prayers as we pledge
ourselves anew to the noble task of
making an enduring difference in the
lives of our students.
I hope you will join us on April 10
as we dedicate this building to the
praise of God. And, as partners in
our mission we trust that you will
return often to campus to share in the
excitement of seeing young men and
women in the process of becoming all
thai God intends for them to be.
Mark your calendar now-so you won't miss your class reunion!!
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OVER
HEARD
ON CAMPUS
"After 20 years of the war
against poverty and the expen-
diture of a trillion dollars, the
poor in America really are
worse off today than they were
20 years ago. The war against
poverty was lost."
Dr. Ronald Nash, author of "Wealth
and Poverty: The Christian Debate
Over Capitalism, N in chapel.
"What does 'Where the Farm to
Food System Begins' have to do
with the college?"
A confused reporter from the
Philadelphia Inquirer prior to the
convocation honoring George Bush,
after seeing t lie s/oganol1 the Co-op
grain elevator directly behind the
Rcusenhorst Student Center.
"TV provides a marvelous op-
portunity for parents to build
spiritual, artistic and moral
discernment in the home. The
problem of what to watch is
also an opportunity to teach
standards and pass on family
values."
Dr. Quentin Schultze, alltllOr of
"Television: Manl'lC? From
Hollywoodt' and communication
professor at Colvin College, ill a news
conference before speaking as part of
the Ronald Nelson Scholars and Ar-
tists in Residence Program.
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'You Can Do More Than You Think'
Handicapped Woman of Year Spreads Message Across Iowa
by Roberta Podbielancik
Donna Bosma jokes abou t the polio
she contracted at 15 months-c.vjf you
could put my legs together, I'd have
one almost good one." She couldn't
always laugh about it. When she was
in high school, counselors had fixed
ideas of what the disabled could do.
"No one asked me what I wanted to
do or what I was interested in," she
says. People thought she needed a
desk job-something Donna says
would drive her crazy.
After graduating from high school
in 1969 Donna worked as a fire,
police and sheriff dispatcher for many
years before deciding she wanted to
work more directly with people in a
job with traditional hours. That
meant going back to school. "Law en-
forcement was an excellent stepping
stone to realizing my abilities," says
Donna, but anxieties remained.
She was not an outstanding student
in high school and she wondered how
she would do in college. And there
was the comforable life she had made
for herself-isolating herself and do-
ing only what she could do on her
own.
At Reformed Bible College in
Michigan, Donna began to come to
grips with these anxieties and with
UpClose
Name: Donna Bosma
Age: 36
Hometown: Sibley, fA
Education: Northwestern College,
B.A., Sociology, Social Work minor,
1984
Occupation: Director, Plymouth
County, lA, Homemaker Health Care
Hobbies: Counted cross-stitch, cake
decorating, guitar, jigsaw puzzles
Goal: "To expand my administrative
skills and remain open to what the
Lord wants for me."
some of her anger and hurt about her
handicap. After three years there,
Donna knew she could make it in col-
lege and was learning to deal with her
hurts. She transferred to North-
western to finish her B.A.
While at Northwestern, Donna
found being a non-traditional student
a greater handicap than her crutches
and wheelchair. Among other things,
her age and smoking set her apart
from the mainstream of
students-more than her disability,
she says.
Her time at Northwestern, says
Donna, helped her to overcome the
emotions of her handicap and get
past them. And, she said, North-
western helped her discover and
develop her talents.
After graduating, Donna worked at
the Plymouth County Work Activity
Center, where she interned as a stu-
dent. There she trained those with
mental and physical handicaps. Last
July she left the Work Center to
become the director of the Plymouth
Donna Bosma
County Homemaker Health Care.
"I'm challenge-oriented," she says,
smiling. "I'd been there (the Work
Center) three years and 1 was ready
for something new." But she was sur-
prised when she was offered the
job-she still has a tendency to
underestimate her abilities.
Her responsibilities include assess-
ing the needs of those desiring home
health care, setting up a schedule
with health aids and evaluating the
arrangements.
Donna especially enjoys working
with the elderly in her new job. "I
have a good rapport with them. I can
say to them '1 know how hard it is to
accept help,' and they know I truly
understand. "
Donna has had another respon-
sibility since June when she was
named Iowa Handicapped Woman of
the Year. "It has been so much fun,"
says Donna. She has traveled around
the state with two basic messages. To
the disabled she says, "You can do
icontinued on page 15)
Editor's Note
Last year, three current or former Northwestern students received statewide media coverage for the ways they dealt
with physical handicaps. Donna Bosma '84 was named Iowa Handicapped Woman of the Year; the Des Moines Register
ran a long story about elementary school teacher Crista Smidt '85; and sophomore Todd Mouw and his wife, Melinda,
were featured in a Des Moines Register series that told of the many people who care for loved ones who can no longer
care for themselves.
The Classic commissioned free-lance writer Roberta Podbielancik to tell you the stories of Donna, Crista, Todd and
another handicapped student, Stacey Goodrich, and to explore the ways Northwestern works to meet the needs of the
disabled.
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Undaunted
by
Challenges
by Roberta Podbielancik
Crista Smidt helps a student with a mathematics problem in her Orange City
Christian School classroom.
"The first I saw of Northwestern, I
can remember sitting outside of
Zwerner. waiting for my high school
class to come out,"
Confined to a wheelchair by
muscular dystrophy, Crista Smidt
was louring various colleges with her
freshman career class.
Crista knew she wanted to teach.
People said she had a gift for working
with children, confirming the call she
felt from God. And Crista knew she
wanted a Christian college not too far
from home because of her disability.
Although not ideal, she found
Northwestern's campus Far better For
her to get around than another one
she visited. "(I thought), if Professor
Scorza could get around (in a
wheelchair), then 1 could, too."
That attitude is characteristic of a
woman who has lived with her
disability from birth and is undaunted
by difficulties and challenges. "If
you're creative," says Crista, "you
can get around it."
According to Crista, people with
handicaps must learn to ask for
needed assistance to find a different
way to do things. "Different is not
wrong," she says with a smile.
Crista was the first disabled student
enrolled at the college who had total
care needs. Vv'ith little upper body
strength and limited use of her neck,
she needed people willing to do what
she could not do for herself, such as
putting her to bed and turning her
during t he night.
The college madeall the changes
Up Close
Name: Crista Smidt
Age: 24
Hometown: Sibley, fA
Education: Northwestern College,
B.A., Education. 1985
Occupation: Fifth grade teacher at
Orange City Ctvistian Schoof
Hobbies: WoodhllnIillg and drawing
Goal: To obtuin all M,A. ill school
cOllllseJiIl~
Crista needed in Fern Smith-little
things like lowering towel racks and
rigging lighl switches so that Crista
could control them and big things like
installing a lelephone in her room
when the pay telephone was moved
to the second floor. And w hen she
asked it one or two seats could be
removed from a van so she could join
students going lo church, the college
put a van a l her disposal. As long as
she could find a driver (no problem,
according to Crista), she could go to
basketball games, shopping, etc.
There are changes to the campus
that could make things easier for
disabled people, says Crista-such as
automatic doors, The ideal situation
for people with handicaps, says
Crista, is to be able to do everything
themselves. "That's too much to ask,"
she says. Crista accepts that she will
probably always need help.
How does someone who can't get
out of her chair without help or lift
anything heavier than a pound, teach
a roomful of energetic fifth graders?
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Crista runs a cooperative
classroom -she has to. She tells her
kids that they are stronger than
she-"a two-year-old is stronger than
I am" -and explains that the
classroom is "ours-not mine ... not
yours ... you're going to have to help
me." And they do. In the process
they are learning a lot about what
makes people valuable.
Orange City is learning, too.
Recently Crista spoke to the Lions
Club about what it is like to live here
from the perspective of someone who
cannot walk, who cannot lift her
arms higher than elbow level. She
likes Orange City, so it wasn't easy
for Crista to say how really inaccessi-
ble tne town is to the physically
disabled.
It is not an ideal situation, but not
much in life is and Crista is where she
wants to be. Perhaps teaching would
be easier for her in a public school,
but she says because of past ex-
perience with Christian schools and
her faith. she can teach best in a
Christian school.
Todd and Melinda Mouw celebrate the arrival of a $35,000 specially-equipped
van which allows him to drive. The van was given by an anonymous donor
from Omaha who read about the Mouws in a Des Moines Register article.
Preparing for Future
With Liberal Arts
Todd Mouw did not plan to be back in school until his wife
Melinda, finished her nurse's training, but an auto accident sixdays
after they were married changed all that. Before the accident Todd
trained horses-now he can't walk and has only limited use of his
arms and hands.
Todd considered a technical school, wondering if that was the
best choice for him, but decided to give Northwestern a try. "I was
very apprehensive," he says. Not about how he would get around
campus-he had been assured he would always have the help he
needed-but about whether he could succeed in college.
"My high school grades were very poor because I didn't apply
myself," he says.
Todd was also concerned about how he would fit in at North-
western, ~ut it has not been a problem, he says. "I was really im-
pressed WIth the overall friendly attitude on campus." Todd has
found professors here very willing to accommodate him. Because he
has such limited use of his hands he needs a lot of time to complete
essay exams and he has to miss a string of classes occasionally
when he is out of town for medical treatment. His teachers, says
Todd, have always been willing to work with him.
A sophomore, Todd is pursuing a business major but has been
taking primarily general studies courses. "At first I wasn't sure
about a liberal arts school," he says, "but I have found it real
rewarding. "
Having worked for four years before coming to college, Todd
thinks he has a more mature perspective on college, and the liberal
arts curriculum in particular, than most students. "I was more
ready to buckle down and study than a lot of (freshmen) are." As
for those courses in history, literature and philosophy, Todd says
"I'm pursuing a business degree, but seeing Harvard M.B.A.'s hav-
ing trouble with jobs, you know the degree doesn't guarantee
anything. The liberal arts will make a lot of difference (in what one
is able to do)." A narrow course of study might serve your im-
mediate plans, but what if you want to do something different in
five years, asks Todd.
Todd and Melinda plan to move to California this sum-
mer-midwest winters are just too difficult for them now. But Todd
plans to continue his studies there-at another liberal arts college.
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College Meets
by Roberta Podbielancik
As people become more aware of
the need for public access for the han-
dicapped, improvements in facilities
are often greeted with great acclaim.
Meanwhile, while not being a model
of accessibility, Northwestern has
quietly met the needs of its handicap-
ped students for a number of years.
The key seems to lie with the col-
lege's commitment to treat all
students as individuals.
"We have not made (handicapped
students) a special interest group,"
said Steve Beers, director of residence
life. "We do tend to look more close-
ly at their roommate-just like with
international (students), we try to
match them with a more understand-
ing person for their first year."
Although the college has not
developed a program or resources
specifically to attract disabled
students, the commitment to meeting
students' needs means people never
have to be turned away solely
because they have special needs, said
Ron De long, director of admissions.
While students in wheelchairs are
the most visible, De jong recalls
students with hearing impairments
and one who was legally blind. The
admissions office actually has more
inquiries from students with learning
disabilities than with physical prob-
lems. In all cases, said De long, "we
try to make a serious effort to say
yes, by finding out what they need
and whether we can accommodate
them."
Two recent examples show how
such students are helped. A student
who has not done well academically
was due for suspension but had
recently been diagnosed with a learn-
ing disability that could be treated.
The Admissions, Honors and Reten-
•• Needs of Disabled
Religion professor Syl Scorza U51"S a computer
in the Learning Resource Center. Paralyzed
from the waist down since an accident as a
college student, his presence on the NWC
faculty since 1959 has helped the school be
more aware of disabled individuals' needs.
lion Committee voted to forgo the
suspension. "I think they showed real
interest and compassion," said De
jor-g.
A new recruit, said De [or-g. has
difficulty in reading exam directions.
By the time he reaches the third or
Fourth question, he has forgotten the
directions. If he can hear the direc-
tions, the student does fine. De Jong
said that after some checking, the col-
lege decided it could offer this student
the services he needs.
The decision to accept students
rests on their academic qualifications,
regardless of handicaps, according to
President James Bultman. After
students have been accepted for ad-
mission, Northwestern makes every
attempt within the reasonable
resou rces of the college to accom-
modate any special needs.
All 01 the residence halls have
wheelchair access lo the first floor
with the exception of Heemstra Hall.
Being unable to get to upper floors is
more an inconvenience than a prob-
lem, according to sophomore Stacey
Goodrich.
Because the dining hall is attached
to Fern Smith, female students with
disabilities are somewhat more com-
iortably accommodated than males,
who must travel outside in order to
reach the cateter:a.
The main classroom building, Van
Peursem Hall, is accessible to
wheelchairs, but only through the
east and north doors. Disabled
students consistently note that mak-
ing the west door accessible to them
would be a big improvement,
especially during the winter months.
Both Van Peursem and Ramaker
Library have elevators, but people
wi th limited use of their arms who
are confined to wheelchairs cannot
reach the control panels. The library's
ramp is adequate, but not flush with
the stoop, and those with limited up-
per body strength need help to get
over the bump.
Zwemer Hall is completely inac-
cessible to those in wheelchairs and
students wanting to pay bills or trans-
act other business arrange to meet
staff elsewhere.
Although Northwestern has no
long-term plans for ways to improve
campus accessibility for the disabled,
the college is committed to making
continual improvements. As the ac-
cessible Chapel/Performing Arts
Center attests, all Future building and
remodeling projects will be done with
the handicapped in mind.
Stacey Goodrich, center, wheels her way through the lunch line.
Choosing to Help Others
Accessibility "was definitely an issue" For Stacey Goodrich, a
sophomore from Cherokee who was born with spina bifida. in
choosing a college. Northwestern, said Stacey, was very
helpful-installing a shower chair in Fern Smith, for example. "All
my basic needs are met," she said.
And beyond the basics? Making Zwemer and the west entrance
of Van Peursem accessible would be nice, Stacey said.
Would she recommend Northwestern to others with disabilities?
Definitely, said Stacey, because it is the people who matter most.
"The people here are wonderful," she said. "I have a lot of friends.
They talk about and we even joke about it (her disability). It makes
me feel accepted."
Junior high school, when kids start participating in various ac-
tivities, was a transition period for Stacey. She had a difficult time
accepting her wheelchair. One teacher in particular, said Stacey,
helped her reach the point where she could say "I'm okay and it
doesn't really matter what other people are doing." Now Stacey
does things that most people would think are impossible for some-
one in a wheelchair-like going to the Northwestern dances.
Stacey chose social work for her major because of "the different
people I've been exposed to and ways people have helped me. I'd
like to help others and have thought about working in an adoption
agency. "
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Bush Receives Honorary Degree
Vice President George Bush was
greeted by a capacity crowd in the
DeWitt Physical Fitness Center as he
received an honorary degree and
spoke on the importance of family
values in a November convocation at
Northwestern College.
The audience of approximately
2,000 included local schoolchildren;
many members of the Orange City
community; Northwestern faculty,
staff and students; and local and na-
tional news reporters.
The convocation included proces-
sional and recessional music by the
Concert Band, a special selection by
the A cappella Choir ("Praise Ye the
Lord"), congregational singing of
"America, the Beautiful" and scrip-
ture reading from Micah 4:1-3 and I
Timothy 2:1-6.
Dr. Herb Ritsema, faculty represen-
tative to Northwestern's Board of
Trustees, presented Vice President
Bush for the honorary doctor of laws
degree, which was conferred by Presi-
dent James Bultman with the
assistance of Vice President for
Academic Affairs Harold Heie.
"We were able as a
campus community to
address an issue of
substance and to disagree
without being
disagreeable."
The decision to honor Bush was
made by the Executive Committee of
the Board of Trustees on the recom-
mendation of the Awards Committee.
The Committee's statement said,
'This honor is not endorsing a can-
didate, but recognizing achievement
at the highest level as well as
recognizing the prestige of the posi-
tion of vice president."
Northwestern received national
publicity prior to the event, when
some faculty and students expressed
opposition to the awarding of the
degree to Bush. The Los Angeles
Times, Chicago Tribune and Des
Moines Register carried stories about
As Vice President for Academic Affairs Harold Heie places the hood on Bush, President
James Bultman congratulates the honorary degree recipient.
the controversy. A crew from NBC
News, led by chief political cor-
respondent and Hawarden, lA, native
Ken Bode, did background interviews
on campus the week before the con-
vocation but decided the issue wasn't
worthy of a story.
The college's Young Democrats
club led a quiet protest which in-
cluded the distribution of approx-
imately 250 orange stickers with a
slash through the words "honorary
degree" and signs around campus
spelling out the purpose of the
stickers. The group's action, the signs
explained, was in opposition to the
awarding of an honorary degree to a
presidential candidate, but was not
intended as a political action, a state-
ment of partisanship, or an attack on
Bush.
Two months after the event, Presi-
dent Bultman reflected that it was Ira
positive experience for the campus
community and for Orange City to
have the vice president at North-
western. I think it was true that not
everyone agreed with the decision
and certainly the right to disagree
was honored. I was pleased that by
and large we were able as a campus
community to address an issue of
substance and to disagree without be-
ing disagreeable."
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local and national press photographers
follow the action as Vice President Bush
receives an honorary degree.
Secret Service agents (at left and on the back
of the platform) watch the capacity crowd.
The convocation went off without
a hi tch. due to much behind-the-
scenes preparation. Paul Muyskens,
college director of facilities and
operations, served as liaison with the
Secret Service, White House Com-
munications and Bush campaign per-
sonnel. Secret Service agent Charlie
Beech became a familiar sight in the
Snack Bar and other areas on campus
the week before the event. Security
precautions included:
• dogs, trained to sniff for bombs,
searching the RSC.
• a communications tower installed
on the top of the nearby Co-op grain
elevator to allow for immediate com-
munication with the White House.
• background checks run by the
Secret Service on members of the
convocation platform party and
students who served as ushers and
media liaisons.
• steps placed in back of the plat-
form so that a Secret Service agent
who sat behind Bush could exit im-
mediately if needed.
• a helicopter followed the caravan
of cars carrying Bush, his aids and
members of the media from his
speaking engagement at Dordt Col-
lege to Northwestern.
• local law enforcement officers
patrolled the parking lot behind the
RSC where Bush's entourage entered.
•
Bush Speaks on Values
(Editor's Note: Below are excerpts from the Vice President's
speech at Northwestern.)
"This afternoon 1 would like to suggest to you that we as a na-
tion are in the midst of a resurgence-an overdue resurgence-of
traditional values.
We have engaged in a lot of social experimentation over the last
25 years, and the truth of the matter is that much of it-from per-
missiveness to promiscuity, from open classrooms to open mar-
riages-hasn't worked. And much of it was destructive to our fami-
ly structure.
Family is not a neutral word for me-it's a powerful word, full of
emotional resonance. I was part of a strong family growing up, and
1 have been fortunate to have a strong family grow up around me.
I have had many great and exciting moments in my life, but I can
say without equivocation that my family has been my rock and my
foundation and the source of my greatest joys.
What can we in government do to preserve the family? We can
structure our welfare benefits to encourage the family structure,
rather than discourage it. We can enforce the responsibilities that
fathers have for the families they help to create. It is an utter
disgrace that fathers can escape their obligations to make child sup-
port payments ordered by the courts. We should be much more ag-
gressive on this point.
And we can discourage the tragic number of abortions taking
place every day, every week, every month in this country.
We must look for ways to make adoption easier for families who
want children, and we must encourage women who face an un-
wanted pregnancy to choose life-adoption-over death.
Government can also clear away obstacles and make it easier for
parents and children to succeed-by funding the WIC feeding pro-
gram so that pregnant mothers and their infants don't suffer from
malnutrition; by funding Head Start so that disadvantaged children
can compensate for their disadvantages; and by ensuring that the
poor have access to safe and adequate housing.
But the most important program for helping children is educa-
tion. Education is the great lifting mechanism of an egalitarian
society. And it works. People who earn a high school degree are
only one-third as likely to be poor as those who drop out. The
surest way to win the war against poverty is to win the battle
against ignorance."
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The Chapel/Performing Arts Center features stunning
architecture, which complements other campus buildings.
Ready
for a
Celebration
Choir Room windows frame Van Peursem Hall.
Dedication for the new Chapel/Performing Arls Center is set for April 10.
-10-
Dr. Herb Ritsema leaches a music theory class
in the music wing.
The Northwestern College com-
munity will celebrate the realization
of a dream when the new $4 million
Chapel/Performing Arts Center is
dedicated April 10.
Dedication services in the Chapel
will begin at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m., with
a joint reception in the band rehearsal
room at 3. Other activities for the
long-awaited day include a luncheon
for members of the Board of Trustees
and National Leadership Committee
at noon in Fern Smith Cafeteria; in-
formal tours of the new facilities from
12-1 and 5-6; and a community wcr-
ship service, sponsored by the Orange
City Reformed churches, featuring
Dr. Robert Wise, president of the
RCA's General Synod and a member
of the NWC Board of Trustees.
All Northwestern alumni and
friends are invited to join in the
celebration and get a first-hand look
at the building.
While the music facilities have been
in use since the beginning of the fall
semester, the Chapel has just been
completed. Several important
"finishing touches" for the music wing
are also now in place: eight new
pianos and new furniture for the
faculty offices.
The opportunity to view the new
structure in person will verify Dr.
Kimberly Utke Schouten's description
of the building. "The Chapel/Perfor-
ming Arts Center makes a statement
that Christian worship and art is im-
portant at Northwestern College,"
said the associate professor of music.
Unlike repairmen,
this alumnus keeps
busy in corporate law
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Roger Scholten
The May tag Man
by Duane Beeson
Roger Scholten '76 had planned on
a career of courtrooms and trials.
What he got, instead, was a career of
antitrust laws, trademark concerns
and product liability cases.
Scholten, who was a public
management major at Northwestern,
is associate counsel in the corporate
law department at the May tag Cor-
poration in Newton, lA.
A 1979 graduate of the University
of Iowa Law School, he joined
May tag in 1981 as a staff attorney
after serving two years as assistant
city attorney in Iowa City. He was
promoted to senior attorney in 1985
and last year assumed his current
position.
Although he had planned on prac-
ticing law in the public sector,
Scholten says working in a private
corporation is similar. The key dif-
ference, of course, is the profit
motive.
Thanks to a 1986 merger with
Magic Chef, May tag is now a nearly
$2 billion corporation manufacturing
home appliances under such names as
Admiral, [eon-Air. Magic Chef and
May tag. A diversified products divi-
sion manufactures soft drink vending
machines, heating elements, coin
changing equipment, and residential
heating and cooling equipment.
The Northwestern alumnus enjoys
the opportunity to see how the pieces
of a large manufacturing company
come together. "I work with people
from a great number of
disciplines. .engineering,
marketing, data processing, accoun-
ting," he said. "It gives me a good
overview of the company."
As one of six lawyers in May tag's
corporate law department, Scholten
concentrates on environmental issues,
trademarks, some product liability
cases and real estate. He spends
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perhaps one-fourth of his time on the
road, coordinating legal respon-
sibilities for plants in Tennessee, West
Virginia, Ohio and Indiana.
Although Scholten is rarely in the
courtroom, he often hires local
counsel for specific court cases and
directs their actions.
A typical day for him couid include
reviewing a marketing program pro-
posal to ensure that it complies
with various trade regulations and
restrictions, and reviewing a submis-
sion to a state environmental agency
in response to an administrative order
by tha t agency.
Up Close
Name: Roger Scholtell
Age: 32
Hometown: Sanborn, fA
Education: Northwestern College,
B.A., 1976; U"iversity of Iowa, M.A.
ill public affairs, and law degree,
1979
Family: Wlfe, Iris Post x78; daughter,
Rachel (3)
Hobby: Renovating their old house in
Des Moines
Schol ten said the" overall very
strong liberal arts background" he got
at Northwestern prepared him well
for law school, where logic and oral
skills are very important. Citing the
more personalized attention available
at a small school like Northwestern,
Scholten said, "You can get just as
good preparation for law school in a
small college as in a large university,
perhaps even better."
He and his wife, Iris Post, who at-
tended Northwestern for two years
and then transferred to the University
of Iowa, may have the only North-
western alumni double-lawyer mar-
riage. She is engaged in trial practice
with Grefe and Sidney, a 17-member
law firm in Des Moines.
------------tIS~TITU~D~ElSNITTJp~R~O~FI[]LEI------------
Steenhoek Places Third in Statewide Vocal Contest
by Duane Beeson
It was a case of deja vu when
Geselle Steenhoek. a Northwestern
junior, received third place in the
junior women's division of the
statewide National Association of
Teachers of Singing Auditions in
November.
Last year, she also placed third in
the singing competition. However,
she was Geselle Mulder, representing
Dordt College.
After marrying her high school
sweetheart, Brian Steenhoek, this
summer, she joined him at North-
western.
"Geselle is a
beautiful person,
both inside and out."
It was a decision tha t was made
easier by the fact that her vocal
teacher at Dordt, Ann Dorr, also is a
part-time instructor at Northwestern.
"I can't imagine not having her," says
Geselle. "She helps you have the right
attitude and not put too much
pressure on yourself. She puts a lot of
emphasis on how you sing, the
technique. If you sing right, your in-
strument (voice) will last."
DOff says Ceselle's technique has
improved in the three years she has
worked with her. "She is more able
to express herself in her singing," the
instructor explained.
Geselle is a modified music major,
preparing to teach music in elemen-
tary school. The program, not
available at Dordt, is one of the ad-
vantages she found in transferring to
Northwestern.
She speaks highly of
Northwestern's entire music program.
"We couldn't ask for better facilities,"
she says of the new Chapel/Perform-
ing Arts Center. "It shows that the
arts are really important when you
put up this impressive of a building."
The biggest asset in music at
Northwestern, says Geselle, is the
faculty. "They are really talented and
they want us to learn. We not only
Ceselle Steenhoek displays the singing talent that placed her third in competition among
students from all Iowa colleges and universities.
respect them as our teachers but get
to know them as friends."
Geselle's desire to become a teacher
began developing while growing up in
Pella, IA. "I've never wanted to be
anything else," says the 1985 Pella
Tulip Queen. One reason may be that
her father, Ivan Mulder '65, is in that
profession, teaching biblical studies at
Pella Christian High School.
At the vocal contest in Dubuque,
where she was among 200 com-
petitors from colleges and universities
across Iowa, Geselle sang Ned
Rorem's "Early in the Morning" and
one Italian and one French song.
Singing songs from another
language, while taking a lot of time,
is enjoyable for her. "You have to
translate it first. Then when you get
to interpreting it, that's what makes it
fun, getting to the meaning of its con-
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text. There's not just an overall mood
for the song; every word and every
phrase means something," she says.
Geselle enjoys listening to a wide
variety of music, from flute concertos
and sonatas to contemporary Chris-
tian artists such as Sandi Patti, Glad
and Michael W. Smith.
Diversity is a good way to describe
Geselle's interests. Besides music, she
enjoys counted cross-stitch and other
crafts, sports, and working with the
youth at Orange City's First Re-
formed Church.
"She is always willing to work hard
at whatever she does," says vocal
teacher Ann Dorr. "Geselle is an ex-
ceptional person, yet very modest. I
think one of the best descriptions of
her is one that another student said,
'She is a beautiful person, both inside
and out.' "
Dr, Roy Anker writes a movie review for the Cll1Ircll Herald.
Scene One: Audiences flock toward the silver screen with passion,
anxious to see for themselves what has been the talk of the of-
fice, "Did you hear about the kitchen counter?" Critics have
given mixed reviews, some proclaiming that the film is a
serious examination of a common sin, others crying out against
what they see as the use of titilation to make a buck.
Along with the crowd, a tall spectacled man walks into the
theatre. He's heard mixed reports about the movie; he knows
it's the hottest ticket of the fall. With all of its controversy, he
doubts that anyone will leave the theatre without developing
some strong opinions.
Scene Two: The fingers pour out fury onto the computer
keyboard, "The film is odious, don't go," glows the screen.
There is no doubt where the reviewer stands on this one. The
movie that became the country's most talked-about this fall, he
writes, "is a mean film ... If popularity says anything about au-
diences, we are as much at fault as the filmmakers,"
Scene Three: A magazine reader turns the page quickly. "Why
are they reviewing that movie?" he asks silently. "It's rated 'R',
for Pete's sake! No movie about adultery deserves to be written
about in a church publication."
This fictionalized account may come close to the truth
for Northwestern's Dr. Roy Anker. An English professor
by trade, his interest in popular culture which dates back
to his doctoral dissertation has led him to become a kind
of Reger Ebert for Christians. For about 10 years he has
been a regular contributor of movie reviews to the
Church Herald and Reformed lournal.
Screening
the
Silver Screen
Dr. Roy Anker Evaluates Movies
From Christian Perspective
by Duane Beeson
His role, says Anker, is to "prod and push (readers) to
ponder what they view and why. What is the use of (the
movies they see)?" In critiquing a movie, he's interested
in its entertainment value as well as its moral and
religious significance. "One without the other isn't worth
much," he explains.
While some might question the inclusion of a movie
review in a Christian magazine (and many do ... the
topic of movie reviews is one of the most popular for
letters to the editor of the Church Herald), Anker says
Christians must face the impact of movies and the media
on society.
Up Close
Name: Roy Anker
Age: 43
Hometown: Harvey, IL
Education: Hope College, B.A in English; University of
Illinois, M.A in English; Michigan State University,
Ph.D, in American literature
Position: Associate professor of English and chair of
English discipline, Northwestern College; on faculty
since 1975
Book in Progress: "Popular Religion and Self-Help in
American Culture"
"The heart of Christian ethics-the very call of
Christ-is to care for the world as God cares for the
world. Part of that is to pay attention to what goes on
in our world, however ugly and obscene it often is," he
says. "There is also a biblical call to understanding,
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discernment, Our world is affected profoundly by (the
media) and we have no choice but to deal with it."
Anker, who has taught film classes at Northwestern
for five years, will have an extraordinary opportunity to
deal with it next school year. He has been selected to be
part of a team of scholars that will explore the topic of
"Youth, Electronic Media, and Popular Culture," at
Calvin College's Calvin Center for Christian Scholarship,
"There is an urgent need to
bring a Christian perspective to
the enormous impact of
electronic media and film on
today's youth."
As a Visiting Fellow, he, along with another visitor
and four Calvin professors, will explore theoretical issues
such as the nature of culture and the media for the first
half of the project, The second part will be spent on
each person's specific application of the topic. The
results of the study will be published in book form and
in various publication resources of different denomina-
tions.
Each professor also will teach two courses at Calvin
during the year.
"There is an urgent need sensed by the (Calvin)
Center's governing board to bring a Christian perspec-
tive to the enormous impact of electronic media, rock
music, TV and film on today's youth," says Anker.
For him that will mean watching perhaps as many as
50 teen-oriented movies. He will be looking at such
things as how young men relate to women in the films,
the use of violence, and the movies' treatment of
authority.
Part of the project will be to think about how the
church can utilize the media, "Media has the potential to
tell, especially those in the church, what the incarnation
is all about and make us feel it for the first time," says
Anker, citing derivatives of Christian theology found in
such movies as "Star Wars," "Superman" and "E.T."
While he may tire of viewing the likes of "Dirty Danc-
ing," "Friday the 13th" and "Breakfast Club," Anker no
doubt will find it useful to see what teens are being ex-
posed to in the theatres, He and his wife, Ellen, are the
parents of a 15-year-old daughter, Elizabeth, as well as
10-year-old David and five-year-old Christine,
Although he loves movies, Anker says he doesn't go
to as many as some people might think, He also watches
the rating recommendations very closely on films that
Elizabeth wants to see, "If she wants to see an "R"-rated
movie, I view it first. There are a lot of good "R't-rated
movies I want her to see, but she's not ready
yet. , .maybe when she's 18 or 19,"
Concerning TV, the Ankers regularly watch only the
"Cosby Show," "We have to protect our kids to some
extent," says the movie reviewer. 'Television and movies
Anker on t
, h t d n't illumine
"A kind of sweet trl
b
Pt ta ho~Sitmight mean to
much of anythmg a ou w a
live humanly, ' ."
-
B
"A pure
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on the Movies:
an to
FERRis
DUELLER'S
DAY OFF
"A pure delight, plain fun. As ingenious a film
of any sort as we have had in years."
Roy and Ellen Anker and their three children, Elizabeth, David and
Christine, watch a movie on the family's VCR.
"Television and movies can be
wonderful, but they have to be
used with discernment."
can be wonderful, but they have to be used with discern-
ment. You don't have to expose (your children) to junk."
So what are the ingredients of a good movie? Anker
reflects back to some of his favorites-"Shane," the
"Godfather" movies, "The Deerhunter." "They are im-
mensely entertaining, but significant inquiries into
ourselves and the world. That is what good art should
do. Sometimes make us immensely glad, sometimes
make us brood or ponder, and sometimes just give us an
awfully good laugh."
(continued from page 4)
more than you think you can," To the able-bodied,
especially those who might employ the handicapped, she
says, "Don't just look at what (you think) we can do-
find out what we like and want to do."
Donna is a good example of what she talks about.
"There is not much I want to do that I don't do," she
says. Like riding horses. Donna had always wanted to
ride and three years ago she began taking lessons. "I
never totally relaxed, but I loved it. It is a freeing ex-
perience (for someone who cannot walk)."
People who cannot walk can't often go where a car
can't go, according to Donna, but she was able to ride
into Stone Park (near Sioux City). "It was great to be
where all you could hear were birds," she says.
Last summer a horse tried to lie down while she was
riding it. She rode another four times to try to get over
the fear of having her legs and arms crushed by a horse,
but says she probably will not ride again, "I realized just
how important my left leg and my arms are." But there
are always new challenges, "Colorado has handicapped
skiing-we've (friends) talked about that before!"
-15-
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Song leader Bernie Smith leads "IS,SOOUr-
bana '87 delegates ill praise.
Service and Missions
at Christmas Break
Christmas vacation was service-
and missions-oriented for more than
50 Northwestern students. Thirty-six
attended Urbana '87, the student mis-
sions conference in Urbana, IL, spon-
sored by InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship. Twenty-two, including six
who also attended Urbana '87, were
involved in Winter Service Projects.
At Urbana, the students heard from
Christian leaders such as Billy
Graham, Tony Campolo and Becky
Pippert. As junior Kim Cook said,
"Urbana was a life-changing ex-
perience in just a week." Having had
experience on a Summer Service Pro-
ject in Colombia last year, she made
a decision at Urbana to be a career
foreign missionary.
For senior Brenda Koerselman the
conference helped her to realize that
"you don't have to go somewhere else
to be a missionary. Just being a mis-
sionary right where you are can make
a big impact in people's lives."
On the Winter Service Projects,
students assisted the ministries of
Jesus People U.S.A. (JPUSA) in
Chicago and were involved in indoor
construction of homes and work at a
soup kitchen and food pantry in
Omaha, sponsored by Methodist
Ministries.
David lzenbart, one of the North-
western students who went from Ur-
bana to the Chicago project, reported
that the missions conference was
good preparation for the week at the
inner-city Christian community.
"Campolo had talked about living
radical Christian lives, and JPUSA
was a real good opportunity to see
people living that way."
Kevin Van Veldhuizen
National Player of Week
Raider center Kevin Van
Veldhuizen of Rock Rapids, lA, was
named the NAIA National Basketball
Player of the Week for Jan. 18-23. In
three games he scored 92 points,
grabbed 72 rebounds and blocked 12
shots.
Van Veldhuizen's performance in a
9S-93 overtime loss to Mt. Mercy on
Jan. 23 set one school record and tied
another. He pulled down 27 re-
bounds, topping the previous North-
western record of 26 set by Jim
Woudstra in 1974. Van Veldhuizen
also scored 42 points in that game,
tying the mark Bill Francis set a year
ago.
Grantham Award Nominee
Becky Grantham, a senior com-
munication studies and theatre/speech
major from Atlantic, lA, was North-
western's Irene Ryan Acting Award
Nominee in the American College
Theatre Festival. She became eligible
by her superb performance in "A
Shayna Maidel," an associate produc-
tion in the Festival.
She did not participate in the
regional competition because of
rehearsals for her senior project,
"Fred 'n' Erma," which was performed
at Northwestern Feb. 26-27.
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Groups Tour in March
Northwestern's Concert Band and
Drama Ministries Ensemble will
represent the college with perfor-
mances from Washington state to
New York during spring break. The
A cappella Choir just completed a
February tour in South Dakota and
Minnesota.
The Concert Band will tour in
South Dakota, North Dakota, Mon-
tana, Idaho and Washington. The
group's repertoire includes a Bach
chorale, a Sousa march, folk songs,
and serious music by Norman DelIo
[oio.
The Drama Ministries Ensemble
will perform a play written by the
IS-member group, "One Size Fits
All, II on a tour in Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio, New York and Canada.
Following are tour schedules:
March 4
7:30 p.m.
March 5
7:30 p.m.
March 6
8 p.m.
March 7
7:30 p.m ,
March 8
7:30 p.m.
March 9
7 p.m
March 10
7:30 p.m.
March 12
7 p.m.
March 13
7:30 p.m.
CONCERT BAND TOUR,
Faith Reformed Church
Brookings, SO
Strasburg High School
Strasburg, NO
College of Great Falls
Great Falls, MT
Wendell High School
Wendell, ID
East Valley High School
Yakima, WA
First Reformed Church
Oak Harbor, WA
First Reformed Church
Lynden, WA
Servants of Christ Church
Federal Way, WA
Reformed Church
Nooksack, WA
DRAMA MINISTRIES ENSEMBLE TOUR,
March 6
10 a.m.
March 6
7:30 p.rn .
March 7
7:30 p.m.
March 8
7 p.m.
March 9
8 p.m.
March 10
7 p.m.
March 11
7:30 p.m.
March 13
10:45 a.m.
March 13
6:30 p.rn.
Park view Community Ref.
Church, Fairview Park, OH
Lakeview Community Church
Rochester, NY
First Reformed Church
St. Cathartnes, Ontario, Can.
Emmanuel Ref armed Church
Woodstock, Ontario, Can.
First Reformed Church
Harriston, Ontario, Canada
Church of the Redeemer
Royal Oak, Ml
Good Samaritan Ref. Church
Gahanna,OH
Christian Park Ref. Church
Indianapolis, IN
Community Reformed Church
Lafayette. IN
,
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With the desire of helping each
Northwestern student achieve as
much as he or she can, the college
will begin an honors program in the
1988 fall semester.
The program will include inter-
disciplinary honors seminars and the
possibility of substituting appropriate
courses for general studies or ma-
jor/minor requirements on an in-
dividualized basis. Other components
which may be added at a later date
include an honors track in regular
college courses, special honors sec-
tions of general studies classes, and
honors senior seminars.
"We have put a lot of resources
and energy into helping the struggling
student," said Dr. Harold Heie. vice
president for academic affairs. "Those
with .spec-ia! academic talents also
have unique needs and we want to
meet them without taking these
students out of the mainstream of col-
lege life."
A rigorous screening process will
be utilized to determine the program's
participants, according to Heie. Those
eligible to apply for the honors pro-
gram are entering freshmen with ACT
, scores of 25 or above and either a
rank in the top 15 percent of their
high school class or a 3.5 CPA, and
current freshmen who earned at least
a 3.5 CPA during their first fall
semester at Northwestern.
-.~
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Honors Program to Begin
•
ing more than 75 percent of our
freshmen in the top half of their high
school class with an average ACT
score over 18, Northwestern is ranked
in the Moderately Difficult category.
Other schools in that level include
Calvin, Hope, Drake, University of
Iowa, Augustana (SO), Morningside,
Iowa State, Wartburg, Purdue, Coe,
Buena Vista, Central, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, Cornell College
and University of Northern Iowa.
Northwestern Students Rank Competitively
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Molly Cottontail (Amy Kindwall), left, and the beaver (Kristi Naber) chat with their young
audience before the children's theatre performance of "B'rer Rabbit Tales" in late January.
Nearly 5,500 children attended, from as far away as Round Lake, MN, and Brandon, SO.
Master's Program Underway With Many Students
Dr. George Stickel, director of the new
master's degree program in elementary educa-
tion, welcomes members of the first class.
The 1988 Peterson's Cuide to
Undergraduate Colleges confirms
something that many Northwestern
alumni and faculty have known for a
long time: Our students are as
talented academically as those at
many other highly respected colleges
and universities.
The college resource guide for high
school students lists colleges in five
categories of competitiveness for en-
trance. By meeting the criteria of hav-
..
More than 20 people are taking the
first class in Northwestern's new
master's degree program in elemen-
tary education. Betty (Peters) Taylor
'69 is teaching the night course,
"Theory and Practice of Language
Arts." The next master's class offered,
"Reading in the Content Area," will
begin March 16.
Program Director George Stickel
reports that a total of 45 individuals
have expressed a desire to take
master's classes. Although most of the
students are elementary school
teachers, a children's social worker
and a 4-H leader are also in the pro-
gram.
Campus News
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The annual Tulip Festival street-scrubbing will be among events attended
by participants of Northwestern's Dutch Elderhostel May 15-21.
Elderhostel Fills Quickly for Inaugural Session
Northwestern's first-ever
Elderhostel, scheduled to coincide
with Orange City's Tulip Festival in
May, has already received its full
number of registrants.
Director Bill Lovelady received
word in mid-December that all 40
available positions for the program
have been filled, National Elderhostel
catalogs were mailed in October and
processing for registrations began in
early December.
Elderhostels offer those who are 60
or older a chance to live on campus
for a week, taking three classes a day
and participating in extra-curricular
activities.
Northwestern's program, scheduled
for May 15-21, is centered around a
Dutch theme, Courses include "The
Dutch Connection," explaining why
thousands of Dutch immigrants set-
tled in America, particularly in the
Orange City area; "Get in Touch
with the Dutch," helping
Elderhostelers understand how the
Dutch language reflects Dutch
culture; and "Orange City's Dutch
Calvinist Tradition," an overview of
the ways traditions still affect Orange
City's churches, schools, workplaces
and homes.
Instructors will be Dr, Gerald De
jong, a history professor at the
University of South Dakota who was
Northwestern's academic dean from
1961-65; Nella Kennedy, a native of
the Netherlands who is the college's
archivist; and George De Vries, pro-
fessor of history.
If you would like to be on th~
Elderhostel catalog national mailing
list for the 1989 programs, write to
Elderhostel, 80 Boylston SL, Suite
400, Boston, MA 02116,
Who's Who Names Students
Twenty-seven Northwestern
students are included in the 1987 edi-
tion of Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Col-
leges. They were chosen on the basis
of their academic achievement, ser-
vice to the community, leadership in
extracurricular activities and potential
for continued success.
Included are: Mark Brumels, Nora
De Haan, David Kennedy, Kathleen
Ludens, jeffery Te Grotenhuis, Ann
Vander Kooi and Kathy Vander
Werff of Orange City; Rob Clemens
of Sioux Center; Grace De Boer of
Alton; Dave De Kosters of Le Mars;
Shelly jager and Sue Van Meeteren of
Sheldon; Gerald Davelaar of Ireton;
and Gina Langstraat, Hospers.
Also: Gail Berens. Ames, IA; julie
Bundt, Glidden, IA; Ringo Chinoy,
India; Randy Haight, Afton, IA;
David Izenbart, Sheboygan, WI;
Dawn Kuiper, Worthington, MN; jon
Opgenorth, Oostburg, WI; Andy
Schmillen, Cherokee, IA; Betty [o
Smit, South Holland, IL; Dave
Sybesma, Spirit Lake, IA; Don Tell-
inghuisen. Guthrie Center, IA; Tim
Tjernagel, Radcliffe, IA; and janet
Young, Treynor, lA,
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Increase Among Best
Northwestern's 14 percent increase
in new students for the fall semester
was among the best registered by
Christian colleges, according to a
survey compiled by the National
Association of Christian College Ad-
missions Personnel.
Northwestern's enrollment increase
was in the top 25 percent of all the
colleges surveyed, and well above the
average 1.6 percent increase per
school.
All-District Honors
Tight end jeff Herzberg and defen-
sive back Shawn Wharton were
named to the NAIA All-District 15
football team, Teammates Tim Aber-
son, a wide receiver, and Dave Bron-
ner, a defensive linebacker, were
named honorable mention.
Insurance Challenge
Several insurance representatives
across the country are marketing an
insurance challenge by Northwestern
College, "A Lifetime of Giving-Plus,"
a program created to help increase
the college's endowment fund,
The program allows alumni and
friends of Northwestern to meet both
personal financial and philanthropic
goals by purchasing a life insurance
policy and designating the college as
irrevocable owner and beneficiary.
Northwestern provides the incentive
to participate by paying 25 percent of
the first annual premium.
For more information, contact Cor-
nie Wassink, director of capital fund-
raising, (712) 737-4821, ext. 111,
Paul Folkers '87, a representative with Midwest
Capital of Omaha, NE, presents two "lifetime
of Giving-Plus" insurance policies to Don
Vander Stoep, vice president of development.
Faculty News
Marlene Abrahamsen, assistant
professor of social work, will present
a paper at the Council on Social
Work Education's meeting in Atlanta
March 5-8. She will speak on "A
Model for Teaching Social Work
Ethics. "
An article by Dr. Lyle Vander
Werlf, professor of religion, has been
published in the National Council of
Churches Review, a journal of the
National Council of Churches of In-
dia. The article was entitled "Women
in the Covenant Community."
Vander WerH also spoke at Calvin
Theological Seminary in the fall. He
presented a lecture on "World Views
and Cross-Cultural Witness" and con-
due ted a seminar, "Witnessing to
Muslim" The Names of the Messiah."
Dr. John Stackhouse
Dr. John Stackhouse, assistant pro-
fessor of history, has been awarded a
Canadian Studies Faculty Research
Grant to pursue research on recent
history of Protestant Christianity in
Canada this summer. He will use the
$3,500 grant to conduct research for a
chapter that will be included in a
book surveying the history of Protes-
tant Christianity in Canada since
1760. Stackhouse's chapter is on the
period from 1945 to the present. The
book's editor has sought to enlist
younger scholars who can bring a
fresh perspective to the story and
who are sensitive to and
knowledgeable about the evangelical
as well as the mainline forms of
Canadian Protestantism.
Carl Vandermeulen, assistant pro-
fessor of communication studies,
spoke at the annual convention of the
National Council of Teachers of
English Nov. 20-25 in Los Angeles.
His presentation, "Photographic
Metaphors for the Teaching of
Writing," demonstrated how visual
media-primarily still photographs
and film sequences-can help student
writers learn how to observe careful-
ly, understand point of view, unify a
composition and consider the expecta-
tions of a given audience.
Rein Vanderhill, associate professor
of art, gave an intensive watercolor
workshop at the Sioux City Art
Center Jan. 15-16.
An article on cultural pluralism by
Dr. George Stickel, assistant pro-
fessor of education, has been included
in the ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/Social Science Education. The
paper is entitled "Cultural Pluralism
and the Schools: Theoretical Implica-
tions for the Promotion of Cultural
Pluralism." ERIC is a database of
materials made available to the
educational community by the Social
Studies Development Center at In-
diana University.
Two Northwestern development of-
ficers were involved in the annual
meeting of the Council for Advance-
ment and Support of Education
(CASE) Mid-America District Six in
January in Denver.
Cornie Wassink, director of capital
fundraising, served as chairman of
the educational fund raising track for
the conference. He organized the
various fund raising seminars and
roundtable discussions, and selected
the speakers. He also moderated
several sessions.
Duane Beeson, director of promo-
tion and information services,
moderated a session on "Service:
What America Wants" in the public
relations track.
Les Douma
Athletic Director and Head Men's
Basketball Coach Les Douma has
been voted the NAIA District 15
Athletic Administrator of the Year by
his district peers. He is now in con-
tention for the National Athletic Ad-
ministrator of the Year honors.
Douma and the other candidates for
the national award will be recognized
at a banquet at the NAIA National
Basketball Tournament in March.
He is serving as NAIA District 15
Chairman after having been District
Basketball Chair for three years.
President James Bultman
represented Northwestern at the in-
auguration of John Jacobson Jr. as
president of Hope College in October.
Beth McGee, assistant professor of
theatre, was an invited judge for the
Irene Ryan Acting Awards at the
American College Theatre Festival
Region Five South at Central
Missouri State University Jan. 20-23.
A book review written by Dr.
William Herzog Ir.. professor of com-
munication studies, has been pub-
lished in the Christian Scholar's
Review. His article reviews "Amusing
Ourselves to Death (Public Discourse
in the Age of Show Business)," by
Neil Postman.
Goodbye Vander Schaafs, Hello Smiths
Historically Ethnic Churches Become More Diverse
If you've noticed that your Re-
formed Church has more Smiths and
fewer De jongs and Vander Schaafs,
you may take some consolation in
knowing that there could be more
Robinsons and less Nussbaums in the
Mennonite Church.
It's not an infiltration of spies from
some enemy camp. It is, however, a
reflection on the increasing diversity
of many denominations which tradi-
tionally have been ethnically
homogeneous.
Northwestern sociologist Mike
Yoder, who has one of the most com-
mon Mennonite surnames, writes on
many changes among Mennonites in
three articles for a soon-to-be-
published updated edition of The
Mennote Encyclopedia. He reports
that a trend of Mennonites leaving
employment in agriculture, an influx
of persons of non-Mennonite paren-
tage, increased mobility and de-
creased isolation from the larger
society have combined to make the
Mennonite Church much less
homogeneous than it was even 20
years ago.
Traditionally Mennonites have had
strong ties to the land and extended
families of almost exclusively Men-
nonite parentage with a common
Swiss-German or Low German
culture and heritage.
Between 1960 and 1980, the percen-
tage of North American Mennonites
in farming was cut in half, from 3S
percent to 17 percent, while the
number of members in business and
the professions doubled.
Yoder observes that similar trends
may be at work in the Reformed
denominations, where being of Dutch
descent and Reformed or Christian
Reformed faith have been thought of
as almost inseparable for some time,
Increasing diversity of occupation and
ethnic background is now observable,
particularly in more urban areas. This
diversity is even more apparent on
the East and West coasts than in
states such as Iowa and Michigan
where many Reformed congregations
Mike Yoder, associate professor of
sociology, writes about trends among Men-
nonites in The Mennonite Encyclopedia.
The trend of Mennonites leaving the farm is contributing 10 less homogeneity in the Men-
nonite Church. Similar situations are occurring in the Reformed denominations,
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are still made up of predominantly
Dutch-descended members.
While some members of the Men-
nonite and Reformed churches may at
time be tempted to look wistfully
back to the former homogeneity as
"Celebrating an ethnic
heritage is meaningful,
but the challenge is
to put our religious
commitments ahead
of ethnic nostalgia."
more comfortable than the new diver-
sity, Yoder sees the possibility for
both groups to begin to separate
ethnicity from religious commitment
in a more self-conscious way,
"Celebrating an ethnic heritage is
meaningful and should not be
discouraged," he says, "but the
challenge is to put our religious com-
mitments ahead of ethnic nostalgia.
The ability to speak German, Dutch,
or any other language is certainly to
be encouraged, as is appreciation for
family and ethnic heritage. But that
won't get us into heaven,"
The Northwestern professor notes
that Lutherans, traditionally Scan-
dinavian, and Catholics, who are
commonly of Italian, Polish or Irish
descent, are two other religious
groups that have been ethnically
homogeneous.
Yoder, who directed the 1982 Men-
nonite Census, has been a member of
the Northwestern College faculty
since 1982, He has the doctorate in
sociology from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, master's
degrees in sociology and lbero-
American Studies from Wisconsin
and a bachelor's in sociology from
Goshen.
Students Prepare for Summer Ministry
Twenty Northwestern College
students are undergoing preparation
for spending several weeks of
ministry through Summer Service
Projects.
This year's contingent includes 15
students who will be serving in
foreign countries. Types of projects,
arranged through mission agencies
and churches, include friendship
evangelism, children's ministries,
teaching English classes, and mis-
sionary broadcasting.
Northwestern's World Service
Board, which coordinates the selec-
tion, placement and preparation of
Summer Service Project students,
needs to raise $45,000 by late May
for transportation and other project
expenses. Individuals who would like
to donate may contact Peggy Hall,
director of student ministries, North-
western College, Orange City, IA
51041. Phone; (712) 737~4821, ext.
250.
"The Summer Service
Project made me realize
the physical and spiritual
needs of people around the
world."
The goal of the program, says
World Service Board co-chair Sue
Van Meeteren, is to give students the
opportunity to experience life as
others in the world experience it, to
develop a broader world view and to
realize that God is the God of all peo-
pie, not just the western world.
Participants grow in many ways on
Summer Service Projects. Kim Cook,
who did a variety of work with
TEAM in Columbia, reported that
she was humbled by Christians there.
"They were committed to the point
that they would die for jesus, unlike
many Christians in the United States.
I learned more from them than I had
to offer (to them)."
She said she also was convicted of
the enormity of people's needs.
Shelly O'Connor sings with children at an elementary school in the Philippines on her
Summer Service Project last year.
'There is a lot more need for the
Gospel than what I imagined. (The
Summer Service Project) changed my
life because it made me realize the
physical and spiritual needs of people
around the world."
Many students report that they
learned much about prayer over the
summer. Karen Hagge, who taught
conversational English to Japanese
high school students, found out after
she returned to the United States that
the three students she had been con-
centrating on had become Christians.
"It wasn't me, but the power of God
working through prayer," she told
Northwestern students in a fall chapel
service.
Practical experience in evangelism
and a greater understanding of how
the body of Christ works were cited
by jon Opgenorth as two areas of
growth from his summer with World
Team in Western Europe.
For Dawn Kuiper, working with
SIM in a hospital in Niger helped her
learn more about God. "I didn't have
a lot of other people to turn to for
the day-to-day relational parts of a
friendship-someone with whom to
share things. God became that person
to me, rather than just being God in
my mind. He became more real to
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me," she explained.
Northwestern students scheduled
for Summer Service Projects, listed
with their tentative placements, are:
Sheba Azariah and Tim Tjernagel.
World Team's Europe Hostel Pro-
gram, Europe; Steve Brouwer and
Brenda Runia, Park Ave. United
Methodist Church, Minneapolis;
Vicky Colby, North American Indian
Ministries, British Columbia, Canada;
Arlys De long, Overseas Missionary
Fellowship SPOT Program in an
Asian country; Kathy Grandia, Tony
Huizinga and Gina Langstraat, Anna
)ackson Ministries, Alaska; and Dave
Izenbart, Youth With A Mission,
Amsterdam.
Also; Kristi Kischer, South
America Mission, Peru; Kim Kop-
penhaver, Team Ministries, France;
Teresa Kramer and Susan Reed, LIFE
Ministries, Japan; Ardean Landhuis,
Hong Kong; Melanie McQuoid, Mex-
ico City; Fawzy Simon, HCjB Radio,
Equador; Michelle Skinner, Greater
European Mission Eurocorps, Europe;
Natalie Trowbridge, SIM Interna-
tional, Bolivia; and Kristy Vander
Werff, South America Mission,
Bolivia.
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1933
Richard Van Benthem is retired and liv-
ing in Newhall, CA.
1934
Harold and Vera ('36) Ver Steeg live in
New Brighton. MN. Harold is retired and
Vera is a homemaker.
1935
Stanley Freriks is retired and Jiving in
Stinnelt, TX.
1937
Frank Van Der Maten is a retired
teacher who now repairs stringed in-
struments. He and his wife, a violinist,
live in Sierra Madre, CA.
1938
Albert wohzen. a retired rural mail car-
rier, resides in Healdsburg, CA.
1939
Jeanette (Rylaarsdaml Baas is a retired
educator and lives with her husband in
Grand Rapids, Ml.
1941
Anne Muilenburg is a nurse's assistant
in Orange City, lAo
Alfred Vande Waa of Zeeland, MI,
became a Northwestern trustee represen-
ling the Synod of Michigan this year.
1942
Theresa Post is a retired teacher and
medical aide and lives in Sibley, lA.
By now all Northwestern alumni
should have received a call from a
student here on campus or, if we
couldn't reach you by phone, a
yellow card from a student. As I am
writing this on our first blizzard of
1988, the final results of the
phonathon are not complete. My best
prognosis is that with the alumni
matching dollars, we should be over
$75,000 for the alumni portion of the
Annual Fund.
I am concerned that our percentage
of involvement is still low. Please
check the Annual Report to see where
your class ranks with other classes.
The Alumni Board is working hard to
have a class agent for every class. If
you did not get a letter from a class
Alumni Corner
by Doug Van Berkum '62
Director of Alumni Relations
agent, would you consider this en-
joyable task of keeping your
classmates informed about the North-
western College of the 198057
Vvhen the Annual Report for the
1987-88 fiscal year is put together this
fall, the Alumni Board hopes to in-
itiate a percentage-of-involvement
award to classes.
For example, if 40 percent or more
of each class are involved in helping
the college financially, the class will
be inducted into the Beacon Club, the
beacon symbolizing a light to guide
others. Each year, lists of the classes
that qualify for the Beacon Club will
be posted on the Alumni Wall in the
Rowenhorst Student Center.
.ri-
1944
Helen (Beyer) Hull is a teacher in
Pacific Palisades, CA. She and her hus-
band, who is a professor and researcher at
UCLA, spent lour months this past year
in Berne, Switzerland. He was doing
research on drugs at Sandoz Drug In-
stitute.
Corene (Vander Stoep) Koole is a parts
manager at Northwest Iowa Technical
College in Sheldon, IA.
1946
Gerald Reinders is a fanner in Alton,
IA.
1948
Marianne (Ducommun) Mastbergen
lives with her retired farmer husband,
Lambert, in Hartley, lA. They have (our
children and rive grandchildren.
1949
Gertrude Blankers is a homemaker and
resides in Hoyden, lAo
Evangeline Elder, 01 Bellingham, WA,
retired in June, after teaching For 25 years
in the Meridan School District.
Beth Haarsma resides in Orange City,
where she is a nursing home ad-
ministrator.
Clifford Mouw works in the shipping
department at Diamond Vogel in Orange
City.
1951
Dr. Stanley and Darlene (De Beer '52)
Vander Aarde now live at 1801 S.L
Becker, #204, in Willmar·, MN 56201,
where he practices medicine. Darlene is a
homemaker.
1953
Carol (Van Oort) Bras is a part time
bookkeeper in Hospers, LA. She and her
husband, Leroy, a teacher, have two sons.
Harris and Gene, attending Northwestern.
Dorothy Bulthuis lives in Minneapolis,
MN, where she works as a management
information systems assistant for Mill-
neapolis Public Schools.
Nelva Van Zyllives in Colorado
Springs, CO, where she is secretary in the
corporate affairs department of the
Navigators.
Matilda (De [ong) Sterrenburg '12 died
Dec. 22 in Orange City. A graduate of St.
Joseph's Mercy Hospital Nurses Training
School, she spent over 50 years in the
nursing profession. A lifetime member of
the Orange City First Reformed Church,
she was also in the Northwestern
Women's Auxiliary.
She was preceded in death by her hus-
band, Charles, in 1973. Survivors include
her son, Dr. Charles Sterrenberg '35, '37,
of Beaver Dam, WI, and daughter, Jean
De jong of St Petersburg, FL.
Dora (Roos) Schaap '19 died Dec. 27 in
Austinville, lAo
A 1924 graduate of Hope College, she
taught elementary school in Holland, MI,
and was a housewife. Her husband,
Jacob, preceded her in death in 1957. Sur-
vivors include a daughter; Five grand-
children, including Ken Denekas '75,
Marilyn (Denekas) Harrison '76 and
David Denekas '89; and 10 great-
grandchildren.
Bert Vander Naald '22 of Mapleton,
lA, died Nov. 5 at the age of 83.
After graduating from the Academy, he
received a bachelor's degree from Central
College and a master's from Iowa State
University. His career in education in-
cluded positions in the classroom, as prin-
cipal and as superintendent in Schaller,
Mapleton and Osage, lA. In 1947 he pur-
chased the Ben Franklin Store in
Mapleton. He was active in St. John's
United Methodist Church.
His first wife, Cathryn, died in 1970.
He is survived by his second wife, Lola; a
daughter; a stepson; a sister; seven grand-
children; and one great-grandaughter.
Sophia (Vander Wilt) Koerselman '24
of Hull died Nov. 6 in the Sioux Center
Community Nursing Home.
She married Gerrit B. Koerselman in
1930 and together they farmed north of
Middleburg. He died in 1981 and in 1985
she became a resident of the nursing
home.
Mrs. Koerselman. 81, was a lifetime
member of the Free Grace Reformed
Church, where she taught Sunday School,
and was a member of Reformed Church
Women and the World Home Bible
League.
Survivors include two daughters, Judy
Visser '50 of Hull, and Muriel De Groot
'53 of Omaha, NE; two sons, Benjamin
'58 of Hull, and the Rev. Richard of
Mesa, AZ; a sister, Katherine Rowenhorsl
of Orange City; and 11 grandchildren.
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Deaths
Simon Spijker '25 of Orange City died
in November 1987 in the Orange City
Municipal Hospital.
Spijker. 86, lived most of his life in
Orange City. He was involved with The
Volksvrietld newspaper for many years
and eventually became the managing
editor. He was also a mail carrier in
Orange City for several years.
He was a member of the Trinity
Reformed Church where he served as
deacon and elder.
Survivors include his wife, Arabella; a
daughter, Shirley Vogel '50, '52 of Orange
City; lwo grandchildren and four great-
grandchildren.
Vern Schoep '32 of Orange City died
Oct. 16.
Harlan Mulder '44 of Ann Arbor, MI,
died recently. He is survived by a brother,
Eugene Mulder '37.
Gloria Brinks
Gloria Brinks '68 was killed in an
automobile accident Oct. 29 about 40
miles southwest of Redlands, CA. The
driver of the other car was charged with
driving under the influence of alcohol.
A Southern Baptist missionary in Peru
since 1982, she was taking courses in ad-
vanced Spanish and computers in Califor-
nia on furlough. In Peru, she taught mis-
sionary kids throughout the country and
helped start the Upper Room Baptist Mis-
sion in Moche, just south of Trujillo.
Prior to becoming a missionary, she
taught elementary school in New Mexico.
She had a master's degree from New Mex-
ico State University.
Survivors include her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Brinks of Redlands, CA; a
brother, Dwayne; and a sister, Carol.
Dale Karssen '77 died at his home in
Alton, lA, on Nov. 21 as a result of a
cerebral hemorrhage.
Survivors include his wife, Rita;
daughter, Jennifer, 13; son, Timothy, 7;
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parents, Edwin and Catherine Karssen:
brother, Gary Karssen '77; and sister,
Nora Saxen.
Dale was employed with his father at
Ed's Shoe and Clothing Store in Alton
and served as a relief rural mail carrier for
the Orange City Post Office.
Steven Koopmans '83 of Randolph, WI,
died in October while hunting in Col-
orado, when his rifle accidentally
discharged. He was a bank liquidation
specialist for the Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation, Chicago region. He
is survived by his parents, Richard and
Elizabeth, and siblings: Sherwin, Helene
Shear, Rev. Rodney, Charlotte Smetana
'70, Darrell '74, and his idential twin
brother Stanley '83.
John Draayer
John Draayer. a former member of
Northwestern's Board of Trustees, died
Nov. 13 in a Sioux Falls hospital.
John, 69, is survived by his wife,
Wilmyna (Van Peursem '36, '38) of
Orange City; son, Arlan Draayer '65 of
Sioux Center; and daughter, Donna
Kosters '69 of Sioux Falls.
He operated Draayer Real Estate for
many years, was involved in many
Orange City organizations and was an ac-
tive Northwestern supporter. He had been
a Sunday School teacher and superinten-
dent at First Reformed Church.
1954
Dr. Arthur De [eng became the presi-
dent of Whitworth College, a Christian
liberal arts college in Spokane, WA, in
January. He had been president of Musk-
ingum College in New Concord, OH, for
almost 10 years.
Alvin Hoekman is a state representative
and lives in Holland, MI. His wife is an
elementary teacher.
Lee Rikkers resides in Vallejo, CA,
where he is a machine operator.
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1954 (continued)
Darwin Wassink lives in Eau Claire,
WI. where he is a professor of economics.
1955
Elmer Vander Ploeg is pastor of the
Silver Creek, MN, Reformed Church. His
daughter, Julie, will be a freshman at
Northwestern this fall.
1956
Thelma Haverdink is a pre-school
teacher in Orange City. Her husband is in
feed and seed sales and service.
1958
Mary (Hoksbergen) De Vries lives in
Orange, CA. where she is a substitute
elementary teacher.
1960
Harriet Cleveringa is a homemaker in
Sioux Center. IA. Her husband is a postal
clerk.
1961
Clarence Boer is a tanner and insurance
agent in Alvord, lA.
Joyce Harmelink Koop is an elementary
media coordinator and resides in Bedford.
MA.
Wayne Vermeer is a secondary math
teacher in Sioux Center, lA.
1963
Ella De Zeeuw resides in Hull, IA
where she is an elementary vocal music
teacher.
1964
Dr. Gary Koerselman is now the full-
time legislative correspondent for the
Sioux City Journal. He previously was a
professor of history and political science,
and associate academic dean at Morn-
ingside College.
Joan Van Roekel of Rock Rapids, lA. 1S
currently employed as a kindergarten
teacher.
1965
Paul and Jean ('64) Schneider reside in
Sioux City, [A. where he is a physical
director and she is a teacher.
1967
David and Barbara (lurrians '69) Kleis
live in Marcus, lA, where he is a bank o~-
Eicer. Barb is a teacher.
1968
James and Karen (Van Steenwyk '67)
Bolluyt live in Jewell, IA. He is an assis-
tant professor at Iowa Stale University
and she is information specialist at the
Ag. Experiment Station at I.S.U.
Linda Van Beek o} Chino, CA, is work-
ing as a school teacher and her husband is
the owner or a retail feed company.
1969
Marian (Shannon) Dalton is an English,
journalism and speech teacher. She receiv-
ed her M.S.E. in English and Speech in
1984. She is the grandmother ot 12
children and lives in Evening Shade, AR.
Mary Guthrie is an accountant, office
manager with Ronald J. Anderly, Ltd. in
Waseca, MN.
Jim Hilbrands is teaching the fourth
grade in Clara City, MN. His wile is a
substitute teacher, and together they are
raising three children.
Terry Hill. or Alexandria, VA, has
completed 18 years in the U.S. Army. He
was promoted to lieutenant colonel on
Nov. 1.
1970
Connie (Kaiser! Van Den Dever is a
new kindergarten teacher at Brandon
Valley Schools, Brandon, SO. For the l<.Ist
10 years, she was a pre-school teacher in
Brandon.
Char Vall Roekel Iives in Rock Valley,
IA. She works in customer service at
Kooirua Manufacturing.
1971
Linda (Osterholt) Kuiken has been
selected as one of three stale finalists in
Iowa lor the Presidential Award for Ex-
cellence in Teaching Science and
Mathematics. Linda is currently teaching
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eighth grade math and coordinating the
talented and gil ted program at Central
Lyon Community School in Rock Rapids,
IA.
Linda and her husband, Les ('70) live
with t heir three children in Inwood, IA.
Les is the owner o! Inwood's Hardware
Hank store.
1972
David L. Boelkens is engaged in farm-
ing and resides in Lanark, IL.
John Larson is the district manager at
Farmland Insurance Company in Sioux
Foils, SO.
Dan Te Crotenhuts is director of pro-
grams for the Indiana Special Olympics.
He resides in Greencastle, IN.
1973
Gloria (Vander Laan) Clark is a medical
laboratory technician in Lenexa, KS.
Correction: Brenda (Rensink) De
Graaf's correct address is: 703 Grand Glen
Dr.. Manchester, MO 63021. (It was in-
correct in the new Alumni Directory.)
Brenda has a M.A. in theology and is the
minister of Christian education at the
Manchester United Methodist Church.
David L. Reinke resides in Sheldon, lA,
where he is a surgeon. His wife, Debra, is
an RN.
Philip Somsen of Elk Creve. CA, is
presently pastor at Crossroads Communi-
ty Church, which recently celebrated 20
years of 'ministry.
Darrell Wubbels is a farmer and resides
in Panama, NE.
1974
Verlyn Broek is an optometrist in Twin
Fdlls, 10.
Allan and Barbara De Graaf live in
Owensboro. KY. Barb is a teacher and
Allan is an insurance broker.
David Vander Broek received an M.S. in
computer education tram lowa State
University. He presently teaches physics
and computer at Hartley-Melvin, IA
High School. His wife. Marsha. is elisa a
teacher.
Wayne Van Heuvelen lives in Cumm-
ing, IA. He graduated from Drake Univer-
sity Law School in 1986 and is a vice
president and lrust ollicer with the
Hawkeye Bank and Trust of Des Moines.
Denise Van't Hof lives in Friesland, \1\'1.
where she is a postmaster replacement in
the U.S. Post Of-lice. Her husband is a
warehouse toreman.
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1976
Dean Blom farms in Hawarden, [A. His
wife, Sue, is a seamstress.
Rev. Barry Wynveen is the pastor of
the Community Reformed Church in
Dolton, u.
1977
Marcia Stubbe of Haslett, MJ, is work-
ing as an actuary for Delta Dental In-
surance at Michigan.
Elaine Willms resides in Ackley, lA,
where she is a bookkeeper/computer
operator at Ackley Slate Bank. She and
her husband, Vaughn, have two children,
Jared, 7; and Evan, 4. Her husband is an
auto mechanic at Sailer Ford
1978
Rodney Anderson lives in Phoenix, AZ.
Rod is the assistant music director at
Phoenix First Assembly (largest Assembly
01 God church in U.S.) where duties in-
clude the choir and orchestra and playing
the sax, cello and harp. Rod also leaches
general music and is the director ol band
and orchestra at Rancho Solano Private
Schools.
Shawn reuse is a homemaker in Sioux
Falls, SO. Her husband, Evan ('77), is
food service production manager at John
Morrell.
Dr. Catherine Weiss Bell has successful-
ly completed her board certification ex-
aminations in pediatrics to become a
diplomate of the American Board of
Pediatrics. Dr. Bell practices in Long
Beach, CA, as one of the physicians in the
Harriman-Jones group.
1979
Karen (Wiersema) Duncan resides in
Sheldon, lA, where she is a multi-
categorical special education teacher at
East Elementary School. She received a
master's degree from USD in 1986. She
and her husband have a 'Iva-year-old
daughter, Shana Elizabeth.
Melodee Grefe of Grimes, lA. has
begun a new job of teaching tift h grade in
Dallas Center, LA.
Debra Holesinger is a kindergarten
teacher in Davenport, LAo
Steve and Susan Risius reside in Sioux
City, LAowhere he is a pharmaceutical
salesman tor Wyeth Laboratories. Sue
teaches kindergarten at Irving Elementary
School.
Mark and Debra (Timmerman '82)
Voss live in Ames, lA. where he works
tor the Iowa Department of Transpor ta-
tion. Debra is employed at Tallman
jewelers. They Me the parents 01 a year-
old son, Daniel john.
Births
Wayne ('74) and Priscilla Van
Heuvelen, daughter, Melissa Mae, joins
Matthew.
Gary and Diane (Snyder '76) Ricart.
son, Cory Beck, joins Shana Noelle (31/2)
and Seth Daniel (512).
Mark ('76) and Linda (Van Wyk '77)
Tigges, daughter, Carissa Leigh, joins
Cody and Carson.
Calvin ('77) and Cha-lone (Van
Veldhuizen '77) Vande Zande. daughter.
Laura Kay, joins Brian, jill and Sara.
Mark and Connie (Baste meyer '79)
Albers, son, Andrew Mark, joins Alex.
Brad ('79) and jane De long, son, Klay
Bradley.
Mark ('79) and Debra (Timmerman '82)
Voss, son, Daniel jon.
Galen ('80) and jeannie Kaemingk. son,
Brennen Galen, joins Breeden (8), Brianne
(7), Brooke (6), and Brandl (4).
Blaine and Denise (Nanninga '80)
Koops, daughter, Megan Ashley.
Don and Shari (reuse '81) Baker, son,
Heath Eric.
Bryan ('81) and Nancy (Rowenhorst '82)
Den Hartog, son Addison Paul, joins Jor-
dan.
jeffrey and Karen (Hageman '81l Miller,
daughter, Veronica Elaine, joins Virginia
(6), Victoria (3), and jesse (2).
Mike ('8"1) and Donna Muilenburg, son,
Scou Michael, joins KeJli (2).
Mark and Denise (Kleinwolterink '81)
Netterlund. son, Nathan Mark.
Paul and Ruth (Taraska '81) Verbrugge,
daughter, Laura Elise.
Rick and Peggy (Kelley '82) Hamilton,
daughter, Rebecca Josephine.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Niewenhuis ('82),
son, Jesse.
James ('82) and Barbara (Weiss '80)
Rornkema, son, Christopher Jess.
Kevin and Dixie (Mulder '82) Wielenga,
daughter, Autumn Rose, joins Erin Marie
(8) and Abby )0 (4).
Dan and Sheri (Roghair '83) Pfaff, son,
Jon Daniel.
Thomas ('83) and Lori (Mathews '77)
Ronhaar, son, John Thomas II.
Bruce ('83) and Lisa Van Aartsen. SOIL,
Matthew James.
Scott and Sarah (Hartman '83) Yoder,
son, Nathan Lee, joins NichoJe Lenae and
Jesse Joel.
Mark ('84) and Lisa (Waite '83) Muilen-
burg, daughter, Sarah Elizabeth.
Dan ('85) and Ann (Berge '84) Harkel,
daughter, Rachel Ann.
Dennis and Lonna (Menning '85) Vis,
daughter, Katie Marie.
Mark ('86) and Amy (Spooner '83)
Burkitt, daughter, Iva, joins David (3).
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Distinguished Alumni Awards
It is time once again to begin
assembling a list of candidates for the
Alumni Association's Distinguished
Alumni Awards for 1988. These
honors are awarded each year at
Homecoming, and your input is
desired. Nominations for this award
may include alumni of the College,
Junior College and Academy. Three
awards are presented each year:
* Distinguished Professional
Achievement
* Distinguished Service to Com-
munity and/or State
*Distinguished Service to North-
western College
The 1987 recipients were, respec-
tively: Dr. Maggie Jackson, Dr.
Clarence Buurman and Mrs. Wilmyna
Dreayer. Pictures of recipients of
Outstanding Alumni Awards will
eventually be displayed in the
Rowenhorst Student Center.
Vvhen submitting nominations,
please send the nominee's name, ad-
dress, reasons for nomination, and
you r na me.
Please mail to:
Doug Van Berkum
Director of Alumni Relations
Northwestern College
Orange City. IA 51041
1980
Denise (Nanninga) Koops of Holland,
MJ. is employed at Herman Miller, Inc.
and Holland Community Education. She
and her husband, Blaine, have a three-
year-old daughter, Megan Ashley.
Mary Mauritz and her husband, Stan
('81), are currently living in Superior, LAo
Mary is a housewife and mother. Stan has
recently been re-elected as mayor of
Superior for the second term. They have
three sons who are 5, 3, and 1.
Kim Rubsam Jives in Sanborn, lA,
where she is a sales clerk at the Kum &
Co convenience store.
Marie Williams lives in Omaha, NE,
where she is a personnel assistant at Bell
Federal Credit Union.
1981
Maria De Vries is an altorney with
Davis, Hockenberg. Wine, Brown, Koehn,
& Shors of Des Moines.
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Sharla Hulstein is a teacher and resides
in Denison, lAo
Paula Irwin lives in Lawton, OK, where
she does volunteer work at a senior
citizens center, running their craft shop.
Duane Muecke is an accountant in
Sheldon, lAo
Jennifer Nostrand of Yonkers, NY, is
now working for Carquest Corp. as assis-
tant marketing manager.
Lori Plucker is a special education
teacher in a self-contained TMH
classroom in Brookings, SD. She is
presently working on a master's degree in
special education at Augustana College.
Sandra Schappers lives in Perry, IA and
is an elementary teacher (1-5) at Dallas
County Christian School.
Jeff Vander Velde lives in Randolph,
WI, where he is an electrician.
1982
Brian Bruxvoort resides in Annville.
KY, where he is operations administrator
for Jackson County Ministries. He and his
wife, Elizabeth, have a daughter, Briana.
Keith Dykstra lives in Naperville, IL,
where he is a computer programmer. His
wife, Donna ('83), is a homemaker.
Kenneth Kooistra Jr. is a custodian in
the Sioux Center, lA, community schools.
Randal Simmelink is a graphics artist at
K-Products, Inc. in Orange City
Marlo Van Peursem has led seminars
this past year for the Iowa High School
Press Association's district and state con-
ference. His topic centers-on the use of
computers for high school student
publications. He also led a panel discus-
sion for the National Scholastic Press
Association's national conference in Kan-
sas City. He advises both the newspaper
and yearbook at Iowa City Regina High
School, where he also teaches English and
speech. His wife, the former Sue Dalman
((83) took an "indefinite leave" last spring
as program coordinator for the Associa-
tion of Retarded Citizens to be home with
their two young daughters, Amara, 2Y2,
and Kristina, 1.
1983
Peggy Christensen of Warsaw, IL, is
working as a teacher and coach.
Charles Contreras is a youth pastor at
Emmanuel Reformed Church in Para-
mount, CA. He resides in Bellflower, CA.
James and Sherlyn De Haag live in
California where he is a third year student
at Fuller Theological Seminary in
Pasadena. Sherlyn is a first grade teacher
in Bellflower.
Charlene Conde-Price lives in Coeur
D'Alene, !D. She happily holds the
following positions: Post Falls Recreation
Dept. secretary, theater instructor and
retail manager.
Takeshi and Susan ('82) Hayakawa live
in E. Windor, NJ. He is the assistant
manager at Corporate Hotel and she
works in public relations.
Joel Hoogeveen is a supervisor at
Harker's, Inc. His wife is an insurance
clerk. They reside in Sioux Center, IA.
Michael Lockling of Sioux City, lA, has
a new job with the Child Support
Recovery Unit, Sioux City's based conver-
sation team.
Carla Lewis of Mission Viejo, CA, is
working as a district recruiter.
lana (Neerhof) Moss resides in Sioux
City, lA, where she is a medical
technologist. Her husband, Ken, is an
electrical engineer.
Nora Mouw is a travel consultant and
lives in Orange City.
Kent Muyskens is a teacher and coach,
and his wife, Kristi (Janvrin '88) is a stu-
dent teacher and coach in Albert City, IA.
Dan Ohden resides in Raymond, MN,
where he is engaged in farming. His wife,
Gina, is an RN.
Carol Pauley lives in Harlan, lA, where
she is a youth life educator at Harlan
Girls Group Home.
Dan Raak lives in Dallas, TX, where he
is an accountant with Thompson and
Moran, CPA.
Sheryl (Bredlow) Schanil Iives with her
husband, a seminary student at Bethel
Seminary. in Anoka, MN. She is a
physical therapy secretary.
Second lieutenant Bruce Van Aartsen
completed one year of training in
meteorology at Texas A & M University
and has been assigned to Barksdale Air
Force Base at Shreveport, LA.
Oak Harbor, WA, is now the home of
Jeff Van Der Werff, who is in retail fur-
niture sales.
[ana Ver Beek resides in Grand Rapids,
Ml. where she is in charge of the Electron
Microscopy and Immunohistochemistry
Lab in Blodgett Hospital.
Christopher and Judi (Bithell '82) Wise
live in Pasadena, CA. He teaches at
LaVerne University and she is coordinator
of admissions at Fuller Seminary.
1984
Bill Boer is living in Okoboji, lA, where
he is a teacher and coach. He is currently
working on a master's degree in secondary
administration through Drake University.
Richard Craven joined the U.S. Army
in 1985. Stationed in Buedingen, Ger-
many, he will be holding the position of
chaplain's assistant until August, when he
will join his wife, Sandie, in Dallas, TX.
Sandie works at the Dallas Public Library,
and Richard will take classes at Dallas
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Christian College, where he will be getting
a B.S. degree in elementary education.
Layne Drenth lives in Sioux Falls, SO,
where he is a staff accountant.
Rhonda Koele resides in Spokane, WA,
where she is the director of student health
services at Whitworth College.
Mark Muilenburg is currently a senior
at the University of Iowa Medical School
and has recently been selected to the Na-
tional Medical Honor Society.
Vickie Ross is currently employed as an
occupational therapist. She is living in
Marion, AR.
Rodney and Karen (Campbell '82)
Veldhuizen live in Dubuque, lA, where he
is a new product designer. Karen is a
recreation program supervisor.
1985
Kevin Brasser, who resides in Orange
City, is now teaching secondary science at
Paullina High School, Paullina, LAoHe
also leads the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes at the school.
Steve De Kok now lives in Sioux Falls,
SO, where he is manager of the Popingo
video store.
[chan Godwaldt has completed the
M.F.A. program at the University of
Missouri at Kansas City, and is now the
technical director in the theatre depart-
ment at Mankato State University,
Mankato, MN.
Bob Vander Plaats of Boone, lA, has
been named head boy's basketball coach
and accounting teacher at Jefferson Com-
munity High School in Jefferson, IA.
Mark and Debra (Vander Aarde '84)
Vander Ploeg live and work in
Mechanicsburg, PA. Mark is a systems
engineer at EDS Corp. and Debra is an
accountant at Lane Enterprises.
Calvin Ver Mulm lives in Pasadena,
CA, where he is a student at Fuller
Theological Seminary.
Larry and Karla (Rensink) Von Arb live
in Houston, TX. Larry is a bank examiner
with the FDIC and Karla is operations of-
ficer/teller supervisor at Allied Beltway
Bank.
. Mike and Tam! (Raak) Wesselink live in
Climax, MN, where he is a math/com-
puter high school teacher and basketball
coach. Tami is a social worker.
1986
Sue Beals of Bellflower, CA, is current-
ly employed as an optometric technician.
Diane Bunte is a first grade teacher in
Hospers, [A.
Steven De Zeeuw lives in Orange City,
where he is a cost accountant at
K-Products.
------------1 ALUMNI NEWS1------------
1986 (continued)
Virginia Dillingham, who Jives in
Wheaton, IL, is taking a winter leave of
absence (until March 30) to work at a ski
resort in t he White Mountains of New
Hampshire.
Debbie (Church) Fischer and her hus-
band, Kevin ('85!. are living in Miami, FL.
Kevin is in his third year of teaching com-
puters at Mays Middle School and is pur-
suing his master's degree in computer
education. Deb is in her second year of
teaching high school math at Westminister
Christian High School. Both are actively
involved in their church, Vineyard Chris-
tian Fellowship.
Dean Hengst and his wife, LeAnne
(Punt '87) live in Oostburg, WI. where he
is the assistant general manager of
Midwest Tops Inc. LeAnne is an alloca-
lion technician at First Interstate Trust
Co.
Bruce Muilenburg is the owner of a
painting company in Ossining, NY.
Bruce Olson and his wife, Darla ('84),
are living in Iowa City, lA, where Darla
is a fourth year medical student, and Brad
is a computer software support technician.
Russell Siders works in the collections
department at Citibank in Sioux Falls,
SO. He resides in Rock Rapids, LAo
Lori Tuttle is a CPA and resides in
Orange City.
Barb Veenendaal is a case manager for
United Charities of Chicago and lives in
Woodstock, IL.
Lori Waring now lives in Bellflower,
CA. She is employee development instruc-
tor for Bank of America.
1987
Tony Anderson is a loan officer at USA
Financial Services, Inc. and resides in
Spencer, lA.
Doug Gould lives in Boone, lA, where
he is a high school math and computer
teacher at United Community Schools.
Duane Gruis is working as an indepen-
dent living specialist for Paraquad. Inc. in
St. Louis, MO, where he is living. He also
has recently become the editor of the
Paraquad Program Newsletter.
Marriages
Terry Paquin ('78) and Le Roy
Hinders-Sioux City, IA
Catherine Weiss ('78) and Mark
Bell-Long Beach, CA
Sara Cordes ('80) and Paul Mar-
lin-Granger, IA
Kimberly Van Drunen ('81) and Michael
Vander Zee-Holland, MI
Richard Craven ('84) and Sandie
Sweart-Dallas, TX
Sara Sybesma ('84)and Jeff Tolsma '85
-
----------Marriages, continued----------
Kathy Sue Johnson ('85) and Richard
Kleen-Spirit Lake, IA
Brent Vander Schaaf ('86) and Mary [o
Lockwood-Southfield, MI
Rhonda Keunen ('87) and Todd
Kempema ('88)-Orange City, LA
Doug Vander Schaaf ('87) and Lisa
Ringsett
Paul '87 and Paula (Dykstra '86) Folkers may
have set a new record for the most North-
western alumni attending a wedding. Fifty-one
people with ties to Northwestern, from the
class of 1949 to the class of 1991, gathered at
the Folkers' wedding in Omaha last summer.
Rumor has it that the only thing missing from
this Northwestern-flavored event was confetti
flying down from a hole in the chapel ceiling.
Those in attendance included: front row, left
to right, Sheri (Sinarle) Underwood '86, Jeff
Johnson '86, Jeff De Kok '88, Janet (Folkers)
Heemstra '84, jerry Heemstra '83, Sarah ltskoot
'86, Wade Petersen '87; second row, left to
right, Bill Underwood '84, [ody (Miller)
Sanders '85, Dureen (Schwiesow) Siebersma
'87, Shelly (Schwiesow) Vander Zwaag '86,
Paula (Dykstra) Folkers '86, Paul Folkers '87,
Phyllis Wolbrink '83, Sarah {Dykstra! Veenstra
'86, Deb Blankers '89, Sue Hlankers '87; third
row, left 10 right, Kay {Zomer] Menning '63,
Sharon Olson '90, Michelle Hofmeyer '90, Cor-
rine tDen Hartog) Folkers '53, Carol (Friese)
Dykstra '60, Harold Dykstra '64, Tamra (De
Neui) Sneller '77, Judy (Boone) Friese '66,
Clarice Zomer '69, Rhonda Friese '91, Arloa
(Kooiker) Hymans '56, LaVonne (Sterlerj
Blankers '57; fourth row, left 10 right, Dr. J.G.
Den Hartog '49, Jeff Siebersma '87, Maurice
Korthals, Brian Vander Zwaag '88, Harris Van
Dart '50, Marie Williams '84, Gene Bras '91,
Carol (Van Oort) Bras '53, Harris Bras '88,
Rolene (Brouwer) Breed '53, Raymond Breed
'53, Muriel (Koerselmanl De Groot '53, Ann
(Givens) Kruizenga '61, Lowell Kruizenga '64,
Nelson Hymans '56; fifth row, left to right, Jim
Menning '62, Rick Faber '82, Greg Heemstra
'90, Crystal Dykstra '91, Jean (Halvance] Faber
'82, Marlys (De Groot) Freese '81, Mary
(Groen) Boote '78, and Rev. Wayne Sneller '78.~-----------------------------------~
Inquiring Minds Want to Know
The rumors have already been flying about how Alexander Haig wanted you
as his vice president. Or was it that you picked up three gold medals at Calgary?
And then there was the one concerning your breathtaking performance in "Phan-
tom at the Opera."
Well, it's time to set your friends straight. What have you been doing?
___________________ Classof _Name
Address _
Mail to: Classic, Northwestern College, Orange City, lA 51041------------------------------------~
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Calendar of Events
MARCH:
Academics:
2 Scholars and Artists in Residence Lecture featuring
Berkley and Alvera Mickelsen, "Women in Church
Leadership: A Biblical Perspective," 6:30 p.m..
Bogaard Theatre, Rowenhorst Student Center
Scholars and Artists in Residence Lecture featuring
Carl Esbeck. professor of law, University of
Missouri, "Five Views of Church-State Relations in
Contemporary American Thought." 7:30 p.m.,
Bogaard Theatre, Rowenhorst Student Center
Scholars and Artists in Residence Lecture featuring
Wesley Granberg-Michaelson, founder and director
of the New Creation Institute in Montana,
"Ecology and Life: Accepting Our Environmental
Responsibility," 7:30 p.m.. Bogaard Theatre,
Rowenhorst Student Center
Scholars and Artists in Residence Lecture featuring
Samuel Ericsson, executive director of the Christian
Legal Society, 'The Wall of Separation and
American Education," 7:30 p.m.. Bogaard Theatre,
Rowenhorst Student Center
17
22
28
Activities:
18,19
18,19
Sibling Weekend
Movie, "Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory,"
7 and 9:30 p.rn., Bcgaard Theatre
Movie, "The Seventh Seal" -c-Ingmar Bergman, 7
and 9:30 p.m., Bogaard Theatre
25,26
Admissions:
18 Visitation Day
28 Visitation Day
Arts:
5 Elementary/Junior High School Solo-Ensemble
Contest, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Van Peursem Hall,
Chapel/Performing Arts Center, and Heemstra Hall
Northwestern Senior Art Show, Te Paske Gallery,
Rowenhorst Student Center
Student Recital. Tony Huizinga, Trumpet; Kurt
Kenobbie. Voice; Lisa Hollander, Voice; 3 p.m.,
New Chapel
Student Recital, Ernie Reineke, Piano; Dave
Schram, Percussion; 8 p.rn. First Reformed Church
16-Ap.8
20
29
APRIL:
Academics:
6 Scholars and Artists in Residence Lecture featuring
Dr. William Lane, professor of religious studies at
Western Kentucky University, "Putting a Human
Face on Paul," 7:30 p.m., Bogaard Theatre.
Scholars and Artists in Residence Lecture, Mark
Vander Schaaf, "Religious Values and City Plann-
7
11
22
26
Activities:
1-3
1,2
8,9
11-16
is
22,23
29,30
APRIL (continued):
ing-c-A Case Study of sr. Paul, MN, and
Kawasaki, Japan," 7:30 p.m., Bogaard Theatre,
Rowenhorst Student Center
Scholars and Artists in Residence Lecture, Dr.
Ronald Wells; professor of history at Calvin Col-
lege, "Recovering the Mind of the Constitution:
Entering into the Minds of the Constitutional
Writers," 7:30 p.m. Bogaard Theatre. Rowenhorst
Student Center
Scholars and Artists in Residence Concert featuring
Jon Byron, rock musician, 7:30 p.m.. Bogaard
Theatre, Rowenhorst Student Center
Faculty Colloquium featuring Edward Ericson [r..
"The Integrity of Christian Higher Education," 7:30
p.m.. Bogaard Theatre, Rowenhorsr Student
Center
Ski Weekend at Steamboat Springs, CO
Movie, "2010," 7 and 9:30 p.m., Bogaard Theatre
Movie, "The Sting," 7 and 9:30 p.m.. Bogaard
Theatre
Springfest Week
Petra Concert, 7:30 p.m., DeWitt Center
Movie, "Karate Kid II," 7 and 9;30 p.m.. Bogaard
Theatre
Movie, "Casablanca," 7 and 9:30 p.m.. Bogaard
Theatre
Admissions:
14-]7 Spring Visitation Weekend
Arts:
5
10
12
ls-May 6
15,16
21-23
17
17
24
30
Student Recital, Kathy Graber, Voice; Stacy
Trowbridge, Voice; 8 p.m.. New Chapel
Dedication of the new Chapel/Performing Arts
Center, 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Northwestern Choral Concert featuring the
Women's Chorus and Heritage Singers, 8 p.m..
New Chapel
Northwestern Art Student League Competitive
Show, Te Paske Gallery, Rowenhorst Student
Center
Spring Play, "The Playboy of the Western World,"
8 p.m., Playhouse
Student Recital, Rod Matthews, Trombone; Heidi
Gingerich, Flute; 3 p.m., New Chapel
Home Concert of Northwestern A cappella Choir,
7:15 p.m., New Chapel
Student Recital, Lynn Goldsberry, Voice; Ann
Maes. Oboe; 3 p.m., New Chapel
Concert Band Spring COncert, 8 p.m.. New Chapel
